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The effect of linear homopolymers, diblock copolymers, and star polymers anchored to a membrane on the
membrane’s fluctuation spectrum is investigated for low grafting densities. Due to the nonlocality of the
polymer-membrane interaction, the effective bending rigidity effq of the composite membrane is found to
depend strongly on the wave vector q of the membrane undulations. Analytical calculations for ideal linear
chains and simulations for ideal and self-avoiding linear chains as well as for star polymers are presented. The
analytical calculations are based on the Green’s function approach of Bickel and Marques Eur. Phys. J. E 9,
349 2002; for the simulations the Monte Carlo method is used. The functional form of effq differs for
end-grafted chains and diblock copolymers. In general, the polymer effect is most pronounced for undulations
on length scales larger than or comparable to the polymer size, and decreases rapidly for smaller undulation
wavelengths. Anchored linear chains always increase ; anchored star polymers may increase as well as
decrease , depending on whether they are anchored symmetrically or asymmetrically to the membrane.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.72.031904 PACS numbers: 87.16.Dg, 36.20.r, 82.70.y
I. INTRODUCTION
The polymer-membrane interaction is of interest in many
soft matter, biomimetic, and biological systems like micro-
emulsions 1, lamellar membrane stacks 2, stealth lipo-
somes 3, and red blood cells 4–6. In these systems, poly-
mers can be attached to membranes in various ways. For
example hydrophilic chains can be anchored at one end by a
hydrophobic anchor in a lipid membrane 3,7 and am-
phiphilic diblock copolymers will assemble at a surfactant
monolayer of an oil-water mixture 1,8,9. Triblock copoly-
mers can bind with one block in a surfactant bilayer 10 and
polymers can adsorb at a membrane 11. Depending on the
number of polymers per membrane area, a high- and a low-
density regime with fundamentally different physical behav-
ior can be distinguished. For high grafting densities above
the overlap concentration the chains have to stretch away
from the membrane and form polymer brushes 12,13. We
will focus on the low-density regime, in which the polymer
grafting density is smaller than the overlap density and the
average distance between the polymers is larger than their
average size. In this case, the monomer density of a linear
end-grafted chain has a mushroomlike shape and each poly-
mer exerts a pressure on the membrane, which decreases
with increasing distance from the anchor point 14–18. This
implies a deformation of the membrane into a locally cone-
like “pinch” shape 14–18.
If the polymer size is much smaller than the mean struc-
tural size it is often convenient to model compound
membrane-polymer systems by homogeneous elastic sur-
faces and to take into account the polymer effect by effective
curvature elastic constants. Thus the Hamiltonian of the
compound system has the same functional form as the
Hamiltonian of a pure membrane system 19–21,
H = dS2 c1 + c2 − 2c02 + ¯c1c2 1
where c1 and c2 are the principal curvatures at each point of
the membrane. Here,  is the bending rigidity, ¯ the saddle-
splay modulus, and c0 the spontaneous curvature. The inte-
gral is performed over the whole membrane area. This strat-
egy allows us to use the well-developed knowledge on the
physical behavior of pure membranes to investigate new ef-
fects which occur in compound systems. It has been applied
successfully to understand the “efficiency-boosting” effect of
amphiphilic block copolymers in ternary microemulsions
8,9.
In the limit of large fluctuation wavelengths, the polymer
effect can be calculated by using expansions of the free en-
ergy in powers of the curvature. The expansion coefficients
for polymers anchored to spherically and cylindrically de-
formed walls can be related to the elastic constants. With this
method, the effects of polymer self-avoidance and of the star
polymer architecture have recently been studied by computer
simulations 22. For ideal linear chains anchored to a mem-
brane, analytical calculations are also available 23,24.
A polymer affects the properties of the membrane not
only at the location of its anchor, but on an area proportional
to the square of its average radius. This implies that there
must be in general a nonlocal interaction between different
membrane points. Under the assumption of small fluctua-
tions, the Monge representation for the membrane conforma-
tion can be used, where the membrane deformation is de-
scribed by a height field h, with = x ,y, from a planar
reference state. Thus there is a nonlocal interaction w
− between the height variables. The deformation energy
Eint =
1
2  d dw − h − h2 2
can be expressed in terms of the undulation modes
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hq = 
−

d he−iq· 3
with wave vector q as
Eint = dq22hqh− qw0 − wq . 4
Since w0−wqq4 is found for 	q	→0, a length-scale-
dependent effective bending rigidity effq can be defined.
The fluctuation amplitude of the bare membrane de-
creases with the fourth power of the wave vector of the un-
dulation modes,

	hq	2 
1
q4
. 5
Therefore, it is intuitively clear that the effect of membrane
undulations on the polymer conformations becomes less im-
portant with increasing wave vector; the polymer conforma-
tions are little affected by small ripples on the membrane.
This behavior has recently been obtained quantitatively in
Ref. 25 from Green’s function calculations for a membrane
decorated with ideal end-grafted linear chains. We apply the
same analytical method here to ideal diblock copolymers.
The analytical results are compared with results of Monte
Carlo simulations, which we have performed for both cases.
Monte Carlo simulations are also used to study the effects of
self-avoiding polymer chains on the curvature elasticity. In
particular, we investigate linear end-grafted chains, diblock
copolymers, and star polymers with excluded-volume inter-
actions. The case of self-avoiding diblocks corresponds to
the experimental system of amphiphilic block copolymers in
microemulsions see Refs. 8,9,26.
II. MODEL FOR FLEXIBLE POLYMERS AT MEMBRANES
A system with an almost planar membrane and one at-
tached polymer is considered. The simulation snapshot of a
symmetric diblock copolymer in Fig. 1 illustrates the model.
The spontaneous curvature c0 is chosen to be zero. Due to
the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, the term with the saddle-splay
modulus is a topological invariant and can therefore be omit-
ted 27. For small deviations h from a planar reference
state, the membrane Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 simplifies to
H = 
2  d2h2. 6
Thus, we calculate here the polymer effect on the bending
rigidity ; its influence on the other elastic constants will not
be discussed. Note that our simulation results for effq are
based on wave vectors q that all point in the same direction.
This approach is justified as long as undulation modes with
different wave vectors q do not couple.1.
In the mushroom regime, the total polymer effect is lin-
early proportional to the grafting density  and the mean-
squared end-to-end radius Re
2N2 or the squared radius of
gyration Rg
2 23,24. For ideal chains, =1/2 and Rg
2
=Re
2 /6,
while for self-avoiding chains, =0.588 and Rg
2
=Re
2 /6.25
28.
In the Monte Carlo simulations, the membrane is dis-
cretized on a square grid with lattice constant a; periodic
boundary conditions are applied. It is important, however, to
use continuous height variables hi 29. The polymer is mod-
eled by a freely jointed chain with bonds of length rbond=a
=1. To take self-avoidance into account, beads are attached
to the vertices which mutually exhibit excluded-volume in-
teractions. The interaction between polymer and membrane
is such that the polymer’s vertices are not allowed to cross
the membrane.
III. THEORY FOR IDEAL, LINEAR POLYMERS
A. Clapper model
A simple model for a short rod like polymer can easily be
evaluated analytically and is useful to demonstrate the idea
of the effective bending rigidity, as well as to test the code
used for the simulations. The polymer is modeled by two
clappers attached to the same point in the center of a mem-
brane stripe, one clapper on each side of the membrane. In
Fig. 2, the system’s architecture is sketched for the case of
three stripes. The Hamiltonian of a bare membrane of size
LL with periodic boundary conditions and fluctuating only
in one direction reads
Hmem,L =

2
L
i=1
L hi−1 + hi+1 − 2hi
a2
2 7
where hi are the height variables and a is the stripe width
compare Fig. 3. If the clappers are located at position i, the
1The calculation of the effective bending rigidities with the
Green’s function method in Sec. III confirms this assumption. Also,
a few control simulations with a two-dimensional set of wave vec-
tors show no significant deviations.
FIG. 1. Color online Simulation snapshot of a symmetric self-
avoiding diblock copolymer anchored to a fluctuating membrane.
The polymer’s vertices are not allowed to cross the membrane.
Beads with a mutual excluded-volume interaction mimic
self-avoidance.
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steradian accessible to each clapper can be expressed in
terms of the height differences between neighboring stripes.
We use spherical coordinates with the polar axis in the z
direction and angles 	 parallel to the stripe the clapper is
anchored to and 
 to integrate over all possible clapper ori-
entations. With the clapper length chosen to equal the stripe
width, the steradians + − accessible to the clapper “above”
“below” the membrane read
i,± = 2 
j=−1,1

0

i,j
d
 cos
	
 8
where 	
=2 arccos1/ 2 cos 
 and 
i,j =arcsinhi+j
−hi /a. Here, 
i,j are the maximum minimum angles for
which the 	 integration is partially blocked or additionally
accessible due to the neighboring stripes. Note that the clap-
pers only interact with the membrane at their end points.
After expansion of the integrand for small 
 and thus for
small height differences between neighboring stripes,
cos
	
 =

3
−
 + 3
6

2 + O
4 , 9
the steradians can easily be evaluated to be
i,± = 2
2
3 j=−1,1 hi+j − hia  + Ohi+j − hia 
3 .
10
Thus the ratio of the partition functions Z f and Zp of the
clapper pair at a single site i attached to a fluctuating and
planar membrane, respectively, is given by
Z f
Zp
=
i,+i,−
42
= 1 −
1
9a2
hi−1 + hi+1 − 2hi2 11
up to second order in the height field. This ratio of partition
functions is averaged over the possible anchor points on all
stripes. The corresponding free-energy difference of clappers
anchored to fluctuating and planar membranes is then ob-
tained as
F f − Fp = kBT
1
L2
L
9i=1
L hi+1 + hi−1 − 2hi
a2
2. 12
The total free energy of the membrane-clapper system is the
sum of Eqs. 7 and 12, where the excess free energy of the
clappers can be interpreted as an extra contribution to the
membrane bending rigidity. Thus the whole system can be
characterized by an effective bending rigidity
eff =  +
2kBT
9
a2, 13
where =1/ La2 is the clapper-pair number density. The
analytical result for the extra contribution  /kBT
= 2/9a2 is confirmed by simulations compare Table I.
The simulation code for the clapper model forms the basis
for a more general code, which is employed in Sec. IV for
polymer chains with many bonds.
B. End-grafted chains
The calculation of effq for flexible, end-grafted poly-
mer chains is based on the diffusion equation for the partition
function of the polymer, with the constraint that its solution
vanishes at the membrane. We follow here the method
sketched in Ref. 25 and presented in more detail in Ref.
30. The only difference compared to Ref. 30 is that we
FIG. 2. Illustration of the clapper model. The membrane defor-
mation varies only in the x direction. In a solid-on-solid model,
three height variables hi are shown. Periodic boundary conditions
are employed. The membrane is impenetrable to the end points of
the clapper pair, which is anchored to the center of the middle
stripe.
FIG. 3. Illustration of the steradian accessible to the clapper. a
The clapper length is chosen to equal the stripe width. The circles
symbolize the points where the clapper touches the stripes. b Due
to the height differences, the circles on the neighboring stripes have
the radii a cos
i,−1 and a cos
i,1. The minimum and maximum
angles for which the fluctuations affect the clappers are given by

i,−1 and 
i,1.
TABLE I. Analytical second column and simulation results
third to fifth column for the clapper model. The error is of the
order of magnitude of the last digit. Simulations have been per-
formed for membranes with different bare  values.
L 2 /9 =1 =10 =20
2 0.055 0.054 0.055 0.048
3 0.025 0.023 0.026 0.023
4 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.012
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choose the origin of the coordinate system such that the an-
chor point lies always in the reference plane. The advantage
of this choice is that the perturbation expansion introduced
below simplifies, since the orders of the perturbation corre-
spond to the powers in h.
For a linear polymer anchored with one end next to a
planar hard wall, the propagator reads 31
GN
0r,r =
3
2Na2
e−3x − x
2+y − y2/2Na2e−3z − z
2/2Na2
− e−3z + z
2/2Na2 14
where r are the coordinates of the anchor point and r the
coordinates of the free end of the polymer. Integration over
all possible positions of the free end leads to the partition
function
ZN
0r = erf 31/2z21/2Re . 15
To prevent the partition function from vanishing as it would
do in the limit z→0, a finite anchor length z=d is intro-
duced. The effect of the fluctuations can then be handled
with a perturbation expansion 25,32,
ZN = ZN
0 + ZN
1 + ZN
2 + ¯ , 16
where the order of the perturbation is given by the number of
explicit interaction points with the membrane. Different or-
ders are connected via the boundary condition Z( ,h)
=0, where
ZN„,h… = ZN0,0 + ZN1,0 + hZN
0
z
,0 + ZN
2,0
+ h
ZN
1
z
,0 +
h2
2
2ZN
0
z2
,0 + ¯ . 17
As mentioned above, if the membrane height at the interac-
tion point is measured relative to the height of the anchor
point, the power in h corresponds to the number of interac-
tion points. The first-order term vanishes after an average of
the anchor position over the whole membrane. For the aver-
aged partition function of an end-grafted chain we find

ZN
0 + ZN
1 + ZN
2 =
61/2d
1/2Re
+
61/2
S  dq22hqh− q
 d21/2Re3 1 − e−q2Re2/6 − q
2d
1/2Re

18
where S is the membrane area, in agreement with the results
of Ref. 25. Note that the average of ZN
0
also gives a term
proportional to hqh−q, since the averaging integral is
performed over the real membrane surface and not over the
x−y plane. Details of the calculation can be found in Appen-
dix A. The effective bending rigidity can then be extracted
from the free energy of membrane undulations,
F f − Fp = − kBT ln
Zf
Zp
= − kBT

Z0 + Z1 + Z2 − Zp
Zp
+ Od2
19
where F f and Fp are the free energies of fluctuating and
planar membranes, respectively, and Zf and ZpZN
0 the cor-
responding partition functions. The excess free energy 6 is
compared with the Fourier-transformed membrane Hamil-
tonian of Eq. 6,
H = 1
2  dq22effqq4	hq	2 20
with an effective, wave-vector-dependent bending rigidity
effq=+q. For Np noninteracting polymer chains
with grafting density =Np /S, the resulting change in the
bending rigidity is found to be =akBTRe
2 with the di-
mensionless amplitude
a =
36
q4Re
4 e
−q2Re
2/6
− 1 +
6
q2Re
2 . 21
C. Symmetric diblock copolymers
For symmetric diblock copolymers, partition function ex-
pansions for the chain above the membrane, ZN,+, as well as
for the chain below the membrane, ZN,−, are needed. The
total partition function is the product of both expansions,
corresponding to two end-grafted polymers anchored to the
same point on either side of the membrane. Again the terms
linear in h vanish if the position of the anchor point is aver-
aged over the membrane area; the remaining terms up to
order h2 are sketched in Fig. 4. The total averaged partition
function is obtained to be

ZN,+ZN,− =
6d2
Re
2 +
1
S  dq22hqh− q
36d2
Re
4 1 − e
−q2Re
2/6 −
6q2d2
Re
2 −
q4d2
4
 e−q
2Re
2/6I1q2Re
2/12 + I0q2Re
2/122 ,
22
where I0 and I1 are Bessel functions of the first kind. Note
FIG. 4. Color online Illustrations of the terms contributing to
the analytical calculations for diblock copolymers.
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that compared to the result 21 for end-grafted chains, there
is an additional contribution corresponding to Fig. 4b. De-
tails of the calculation can be found in Appendix B. The
free-energy difference
F f − Fp = − kBT

ZN,+ZN,− − Zp
2
Zp
2 + Od
4 23
leads to the wavelength-dependent bending rigidity 
=akBTRe
2 with the dimensionless amplitude
a =
72
q4Re
4 e
−q2Re
2/6
− 1 +
12
q2Re
2 +

2
e−q
2Re
2/6I1q2Re212 
+ I0q2Re212 2 24
for chains with a bulk radius of gyration Re on both sides of
the membrane. Thus not only is the maximum amplitude of
the polymer effect different from the case of end-grafted
chains, but so also is its functional dependence on the wave
vector q.
D. Asymmetric diblock copolymers
The calculation described above can easily be extended to
diblock copolymers with two different polymerization indi-
ces N and M of the two blocks. The limiting cases of end-
grafted and symmetric diblock chains are recovered for M
=0 and N, respectively. In the general case, the amplitude a
not only depends on the sum of the radii of gyration of both
chains, but displays a more complicated dependence on the
chain lengths,

kBT
= Re,M
2 + Re,N
2  6q4Re,M2 + Re,N2  1Re,M2 e−q2Re,M2 /6 − 1
+
1
Re,N
2 e
−q2Rg,N
2 /6
− 1 + 2q2Re,M2 + Re,N2 
+

12
Re,NRe,M
Re,N
2 + Re,M
2 
e−q
2/2Re,N
2 +Re,M
2 /6I1 q212Re,N2 
+ I0 q212Re,N2 I1 q212Re,M2  + I0 q212Re,M2  . 25
In the low-q limit, the ratio between the symmetric diblock
copolymer with N bonds on each side and an end-grafted
chain with N bonds is found to be
sdb
eg
= 21 + 2  26
and not simply sdb/eg=2. The physical origin of this
effect is well understood 25,33: If the two blocks of a sym-
metric copolymer are decoupled at the membrane, then the
end-grafted chains induce a local spontaneous curvature of
equal magnitude but opposite sign. Asymmetric membrane
inclusions like these redistribute on the membrane and lower
the overall bending rigidity of the system. In the limit of
small curvatures, the total bending rigidity has been shown
to be 30
 = a
c
− 4asp
c2kBTRe
2 27
where the dimensionless amplitudes a
c
and asp
c
are those of
a homogeneous distribution of polymers on membranes of
constant curvature, with c=a
ckBTRe
2 and c0c
=asp
ckBTRe, as calculated in Refs. 22–24. Thus the stiff-
ening effect of an end-grafted chain is reduced by a factor of
1 / 1+ /2 due to polymer redistribution. For asymmetric
diblock copolymers, the strength of the redistribution effect
varies with the differences in chain lengths. The general ex-
pression 25 for the bending rigidity simplifies in the limit
q→0 to
db
kBT
= Re,M
2 + Re,N
2 16 + 12 Re,NRe,MRe,N2 + Re,M2  . 28
Note that the other two curvature elastic constants, the
Gaussian saddle-splay modulus and the spontaneous curva-
ture, are not affected by polymer redistribution 30.
IV. SIMULATIONS
Simulation studies for polymers attached to fluctuating
membranes have been performed for the average shape of
the membrane with an end-grafted polymer 15,16, as well
as for the pressure exerted by the polymer near the anchor
point 18. The length-scale dependence of second-order ef-
fects in the curvature, like the elastic constants  and ¯, has
so far not been studied by computer simulations.
A. Simulation and evaluation technique
The Metropolis Monte Carlo Method is used to generate
the ensembles, where the RANLUX random number generator
34,35 is employed. The polymer conformations are
changed by the pivot algorithm as described in Ref. 22.
With the Fourier-transformed Eq. 6 and the equipartition
theorem, the discretized relation reads
effq =
kBT
4
hqh−q
cosqx + cosqy − 2−2 29
where
hq =
1
L qx,qy=0
L−1
h exp2iL  · q . 30
The term 
hqh−q denotes the ensemble average of the prod-
uct of Fourier amplitudes with wave vector q. The bending
rigidity can then be directly extracted from the values of the
amplitudes hq. In order to keep the relaxation times essen-
tially independent of the wave vector, it is most convenient
to update the membrane conformation in Fourier space.
However, a transformation to real space is still needed to
compare membrane and polymer conformations. This trans-
formation has been implemented using the FFTW fast Fou-
rier transformation library 36.
There are different ways of representing the membrane
conformation in real space. One possibility, a kind of “solid-
on-solid” model, is to define height levels hx=hi for xi
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−a /2xxi+a /2 around each grid point, as in the simple
clapper model see Figs. 2 and 5a. Unfortunately, the
bending rigidity effq, which is extracted from the simula-
tion data, appears to diverge in the limit 	q	→0 compare
Fig. 5c. This problem can be traced back to those confor-
mations in which the polymer is located in places where the
membrane forms a staircase. The approximation of the mem-
brane shape is obviously very crude in these cases, and mem-
brane fluctuations can be expected to be strongly suppressed
by the polymer. This conclusion has been checked with a
polymer attached to a membrane of sinusoidal shape
hx ,ysinx. If a diblock copolymer is attached at x=0, it
is located at the mainly planar parts of the membrane and
should have a very small influence on the fluctuations. On
the other hand, if the polymer is attached at x= /2, it is
located in the highly curved parts and its influence on the
fluctuations should be most pronounced. However, with the
solid-on-solid discretization a strong effect is obtained if the
polymer is anchored at x=0, and a weak effect in case it is
anchored at x= /2. To avoid this “staircase” artifact, a
model has been chosen with a linear interpolation between
the membrane height variables hi for all subsequent simula-
tions, such that the membrane deformation h is a continu-
ous function see Fig. 5b. As shown in Fig. 5c, in this
case the simulation data nicely extrapolate to a finite value in
the limit q→0—to a value that is apparently smaller than the
analytic result for Gaussian chains 23. This deviation is due
to discretization effects.
B. Results for ideal end-grafted polymers
Systems have been investigated with polymer lengths N
=12, 25, and 50 and membrane sizes L=16, 32, and 64 to
extract the length-scale-dependent polymer effect from the
simulations see Fig. 6. The data of this and all following
plots are normalized by 0=0.21kBTRe
2 for ideal and
0=0.20kBTRe
2 for self-avoiding chains as calculated in
Ref. 22 for single chains in the limit 	q	→0 and without
redistribution effects. In order to extract the universal behav-
ior of Gaussian chains, the simulation data also have to be
extrapolated for N→. It has been shown in Ref. 22 that in
the limit 	q	→0, the excess bending rigidity q including
the corrections to scaling due to finite chain length N is given
by Eq. 27,
/kBT = 0.2131 − 0.87N−1/2Re
2 31
and
c0/kBT = 0.1801 − 0.37N−1/2Re. 32
The statistical error of the universal amplitude is about 0.005
and of the correction-to-scaling prefactor about 0.01. We as-
sume that the same corrections occur for finite wave vectors.
Therefore, we extrapolate to N→ by normalizing the simu-
lation results according to Eqs. 27, 31, and 32. Two
different scenarios will be discussed in the following: the
case of a single chain which is free to move on the mem-
brane and the case of several chains, regularly attached at
fixed distances from each other.
For one end-grafted chain, polymer redistribution takes
place and the stiffening effect on the bending rigidity is low-
ered accordingly. In the double-logarithmic plot in Fig. 6,
also the two regimes of effq can be identified 25: the
“surface-tension regime” with qq−2 for large 	q	 val-
ues, and the bending-rigidity regime with almost constant
q for small 	q	. At large 	q	 the statistical errors of the
simulation data become large since the polymer effect is
more than three orders of magnitude smaller than the bend-
ing rigidity of the bare membrane. The functional form of the
excess bending rigidity obtained from the simulations fol-
FIG. 5. Color online Simulation snapshots for a system of L
=32, N=12, and  /kBT=2, which show the same conformations,
but different membrane representations to model the membrane-
polymer interaction. a Solid-on-solid model. b Piecewise linear
interpolation of height variables. c The bending rigidity for the
solid-on-solid model strongly increases for 	q	→0 +. The arrow
denotes the analytical value for large curvature radii 23,24. For
the piecewise interpolation, the bending rigidity converges for 	q	
→0, but apparently to a too small value .
FIG. 6. Color online The polymer effect of end-grafted chains
attached to one side of the membrane. The simulation data are la-
beled by the set of L, N, and  /kBT. The solid line is the analytical
result 21, the dashed line the analytical expression 24.
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lows the analytical prediction 21 very well. However, the
polymer effect observed in the simulations is almost a factor
of 2 smaller than predicted. We interpret this reduction as an
effect due to a local pinch deformation of the membrane near
the anchor point 15,18, since it is not observed for symmet-
ric diblocks. Although the analytical calculation contains
terms up to second order, the first-order effect of a pinch is
not included in the model. The membrane-polymer interac-
tion is replaced by an interaction of the polymer with a pla-
nar hard wall and zero anchor distance. A deformation of the
membrane—like the formation of a pinch—modifies this
interaction.2.
In the case of more than one chain attached with regular
spacing to the same side of the membrane, several effects are
observed. Figure 7 shows the data for two chains on the
membrane. First, due to the local spontaneous curvature in-
duced by the polymers, undulations with q=2m / are fa-
vored, where  is the distance between the anchor points of
the polymers. At the corresponding q values all chains are
located on membrane ridges see Fig. 8a. The undulation
amplitudes for these wavelengths are therefore enhanced,
and the  values are negative. Simulation data for four
chains per membrane fall on the same curve, but are not
shown. Second, for the other wave vectors, the bending ri-
gidity is increased. For an even number of chains, the nor-
malized data for q in the surface-tension regime is well
described by the analytical function for symmetric diblocks.
This is no coincidence, since due to the regular spacing, all
chains can be grouped into pairs such that the two chains
encounter mirror images of their respective local membrane
conformations, just like the two blocks of a symmetric co-
polymer, as illustrated in Fig. 8b.
C. Results for ideal diblock copolymers
For the symmetric diblock copolymer chains, redistribu-
tion effects and membrane pinches, as discussed for the end-
grafted chain, do not occur. Thus a direct comparison of the
bending rigidity per chain in the limit 	q	→0 with the results
in Refs. 22–24 is possible. After normalization of the data
according to Eq. 31, the data are very well described by Eq.
24 for the symmetric diblock copolymers compare Fig. 9.
Note that there are no adjustable parameters. This is remark-
able in particular since polymers with small bond numbers
are used in the simulations, and the correction-to-scaling re-
lation 31, which was obtained in the 	q	→0 limit, is ap-
plied to all length scales.
The remaining small deviations of the simulation data
from the analytical result might be due to discretization or
2Contrary to the diblock case, the simulation results for end-
grafted chains also depend more strongly on the parameters of the
system, e.g., the ratio of polymer length to membrane size, or
whether the chain is attached to a membrane grid point or to the
middle of a plaquette. Therefore, we do not discuss the relatively
small effects of self-avoidance for end-grafted polymers.
FIG. 7. Color online Excess bending rigidity for two end-
grafted chains attached at fixed distance =La /2 to the same side of
a fluctuating membrane, as a function of the scaled wave number
	q	Re. The data are labeled by L, N, and  /kBT. The solid line is the
analytical result 24 per block of a symmetric diblock copolymer. FIG. 8. Color online Two end-grafted chains attached at fixed
distance =La /2 to the same side of a fluctuating membrane. a
Fluctuations with q=2m / are enhanced, while b for undulation
modes with other wave vectors the system behaves just like a mem-
brane with a symmetric diblock copolymer dashed line.
FIG. 9. Color online Functional dependence of q for sym-
metric ideal diblock copolymers anchored to a fluctuating mem-
brane. The line is the analytical result of Eq. 24; the simulation
data are labeled by L, N, and  /kBT.
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supercell effects. Mode-coupling effects seem to be partly
responsible for the drop of the polymer effect at low 	q	
values, but do not explain the deviation completely 37.
D. Results for self-avoiding diblock copolymers
Self-avoidance effects for linear polymer chains have
been studied with beads of radius 0.25a attached to the poly-
mer’s vertices. In this case, the excess bending rigidity
q due to the polymer effect in the small-curvature limit
is given by 22
/kBT = 0.201 − 0.97 N−1/2Re2 33
where the statistical errors are of the order 0.01. As for the
ideal chains, the simulation data again fall on a single master
curve see Fig. 10. Note that the conformations of self-
avoiding chains are much more stretched than those of ideal
chains: for a chain of 200 bonds and bead size 0.25a, the
root-mean-squared end-to-end radius Re as well as the radius
of gyration Rg are about a factor of 1.5 larger than for the
corresponding ideal chain 37. Surprisingly, with proper
normalization according to Eq. 33, self-avoidance seems to
affect only the amplitude of the polymer effect. The func-
tional form of the polymer effect on the fluctuation spectrum
is again very well described by Eq. 24 with the appropriate
end-to-end distance Re for self-avoiding chains. A similar
observation for the pressure of an anchored chain on the
anchoring wall has been made in Ref. 18: the scaled pres-
sure distribution is found to remain essentially unchanged
when self-avoidance is introduced.
E. Results for star polymers
The direct effect of polymers on the bending rigidity of a
membrane can be enhanced considerably at fixed polymer
content by contracting the anchors of several linear chains
into one, i.e., by the formation of star polymers. As discussed
in Ref. 22 in the limit 	q	→0, the membrane stiffening
increases by a factor of about 1.5 already for a star of func-
tionality f =5, compared to five linear chains grafted to dif-
ferent points of the membrane. The observed increase in ef-
ficiency is much larger than the corresponding increase of
the star radius Ref in the bulk. For stars with arms of 25
bonds and beads of radius 0.25a, the root-mean-squared ex-
tension of the arms increases with increasing functionality as
Re1=6.22a, Re2=6.40a, Re3=6.55a, Re4=6.68a, and
Re5=6.79a. The bending rigidities per arm of symmetri-
cally attached stars with f arms on each side of the mem-
brane are plotted in Fig. 11 as a function of 	q	Ref. We
employ here Ref as the scale factor, since it is the natural
length to characterize the size of star polymers. The polymer
effect increases with increasing functionality compared to
an equivalent number if diblock copolymers not only in the
limit 	q	→0, but over a wide range of wave vectors com-
pare Fig. 11.
If the chains are attached only to one side of the mem-
brane, not only the direct effect on the bending rigidity but
also the induced spontaneous curvature increases with star
functionality. Thus the stiffening is opposed by an increased
redistribution effect which softens the membrane. The over-
all effect on the bending rigidity can be estimated in the limit
	q	→0 using Eq. 27. The amplitudes of the polymer effect
calculated in Ref. 22, as well as the expected amplitudes
for stars grafted only to one side of the membrane, are given
in Table II. We expect that in this case star polymers de-
crease the bending rigidity of the membrane. This behavior
is indeed observed in the simulation data plotted in Fig. 12.
For sufficiently high functionalities, the polymer effect can
easily be large enough to make the total effective bending
rigidity, effq=+q, negative for small wave num-
bers. This implies an instability, at which a permanently cor-
rugated membrane shape becomes favorable.
A reduction of the bending rigidity for two-armed star
polymers anchored to a membrane due to the anisotropy of
these “membrane inclusions” has been predicted in Ref. 32.
FIG. 10. Color online Excess bending rigidity q for sym-
metric self-avoiding diblock copolymers anchored to a fluctuating
membrane. The simulation data are labeled by L, N, and  /kBT. The
functional form of the data equals the one found for ideal polymer
chains, since the line is again the analytical result of Eq. 24 with
the self-avoiding Re.
FIG. 11. Color online Length-scale-dependent polymer-
induced bending rigidity q for symmetric diblock star poly-
mers, with f =1,… ,5 arms on each side of the membrane. One arm
consists of N=25 bonds and beads of radius 0.25a. The simulation
data are labeled by L, N, mem/kBT, and f . All amplitudes are nor-
malized by f0 in order to show the increase of the bending ri-
gidity with star functionality f .
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This effect is different from the reduction of the bending
rigidity due to the polymer asymmetry discussed above. The
anisotropy effect should be present for end-grafted as well as
symmetrically attached stars with f =2 and is expected to
become less pronounced for the more isotropic stars with f
2. In the data of Fig. 11, a particularly pronounced de-
crease of the bending rigidity for f =2 stars is not observed.
The anisotropy effect thus seems to be smaller than esti-
mated in Ref. 32. This is not unexpected, since the approxi-
mation of Ref. 32, to mimic the excluded-volume interac-
tion by a planar, inpenetrable plane between two Gaussian
chains, certainly overestimates the mutual repulsion of the
chains and therefore induces a too large anisotropy.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The effects of ideal and self-avoiding linear as well as star
polymers on the membrane’s fluctuation spectrum have been
investigated by means of an analytical Green’s function
method and by Monte Carlo simulations. We have extended
the analytical calculations for end-grafted linear polymers
25 to linear diblock copolymers. The latter system applies
to all experimental studies of the polymer-boosting effect in
microemulsions. Not only the amplitudes in the limit of large
fluctuations but also the functional forms of effq differ in
both cases.
The effects of self-avoidance have been studied for
diblock copolymers and have been shown not to affect the
functional dependence of the bending rigidity on the fluctua-
tion length scale, but only the overall amplitude.
Star polymers anchored symmetrically on both sides of
the membrane have been found to stiffen the composite
membrane. The bending rigidity per arm increases with the
functionality over a wide range of wave vectors. Star poly-
mers which are attached only to one side of the membrane
strongly decrease the bending rigidity for high functional-
ities. The decrease is due to a large locally induced sponta-
neous curvature and the resulting polymer redistribution. It
can be large enough to make the total effective bending ri-
gidity negative and thereby lead to a permanently corrugated
membrane shape.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILS OF THE ANALYTICAL
CALCULATION FOR END-GRAFTED CHAINS
We provide here details of the calculations of the partition
function for end-grafted chains in Sec. III B and Ref. 25.
Specific formulas of Ref. 38 are quoted for some steps
where we consider them helpful. The positions on the mem-
brane are characterized by = x ,y and a full set of coordi-
nates will be abbreviated by r= x ,y ,z. Following the
method of Refs. 25,30,32, the “magic rule” 39
ZN
ir =
a2
6 0
N
dn dGN−n0
z
r;,0 Zn
i,0
A1
is employed. The boundary conditions of Eq. 17, which
have to be satisfied for each power in h independently,
ZN
0,0 = 0,
ZN
1,0 = − h
ZN
0
z
,0 ,
ZN
2,0 = − h
ZN
1
z
,0 −
1
2
h2
2ZN
0
z2
,0
A2
connect the different orders of the perturbation expansion.
Note that technically speaking, the boundary conditions are
not evaluated for z=0 but for z=, and the limit →0 be
taken at a later stage. Thus, starting from the ground state
TABLE II. Universal amplitudes per chain for asymmetrically
anchored star polymers of functionality f 22 and overall effective
amplitude a,eff including polymer redistribution, as estimated from
Eq. 27. The effective amplitude is normalized by a
c1=0.20. All
amplitudes are given in units of kBT. The statistical error of the
amplitudes is of the order of 10−2; thus the error estimate for
a,efff /ac1 is given by 0.25f +1.0c0f2. The amplitude a¯ of
the saddle-splay modulus ¯ is defined in the same way as the am-
plitude a of the bending rigidity  see text just before Eq. 21 or
Ref. 22.
f a
sp
c / f ac / f a¯c / f a,efff /ac1
1 0.17 0.20 −0.15 0.45
2 0.19 0.22 −0.16 −0.75
3 0.22 0.26 −0.17 −4.5
4 0.24 0.27 −0.17 −12.3
5 0.25 0.30 −0.14 −18.4
FIG. 12. Color online Polymer effect of star polymers grafted
at their center to a membrane and having all arms only at one side
of the membrane. The simulation data are labeled by L, N,
mem/kBT, and f .
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i=0, all orders in the perturbation i1 can be calculated.
With the membrane height measured relatively to the
height of the anchor point, h−h, the first-order term
for a polymer anchored at position  reads
ZN
1r = lim
→0
− a26 0
N
dn dh − h

GN−n
0
z
r;, ZN0r
z

z=
A3
and evaluates to
ZN
1r = −
2 32
a4
z dh − h
LN−1 1sk3 + 1k2e−sk , A4
where k= 6/ax−x2+ y−y2+z2, and the n-integral
has been expressed as an inverse Laplace transform L−1 with
respect to the variable s. After evaluating the transformation,
Eq. A4 reads
ZN
1r = −
2 32
3/2a4
z dh − h
 1k3N1/2 + 12kN3/2e−k2/4N. A5
The average of ZN
1r over the position  of the anchor point
vanishes, which can easily be seen since the integrals over
the two terms containing h and h, respectively, be-
come identical after an interchange of the integration vari-
ables  and  in the second term.
The derivation of the second-order term is more difficult.
Therefore more steps of the calculation are presented, also to
serve as an example for the type of calculations required for
the diblock copolymers in Sec. III C and Appendix B. The
initial expression given by the magic rule and the boundary
conditions reads
ZN
2r = −
a2
6
lim
→0

0
N
dn dGN−n0
z
r;,h − h Zn1,z
z

z=
+
h − h2
2  2Zn
0,z
z2

z=

=
37/2
23/25/2a7
lim
→0
 d
0
N
dnh − h
1
N − n5/2
z − e−k−
2/4/N−n + z + e−k+
2/4/N−n dh − h
Ln−1 1sk3 + 1k2e−sk − 6a22Ln−1 3sk5 + 3k4 + sk3e−sk + a31/223/21/2 h − h n3/2e−k2/4/n
A6
where k= 6/ax−x2+ y−y2+2, k±
= 6/ax−x2+ y−y2+ z±2, and k= 6/a. The
inverse Laplace transforms enter via Z
n
1 ,z /z by use
of Eq. A4. With the help of the convolution Theorem
29.2.8 38, as well as Eqs. 29.3.84 and 29.2.11, the integral
over n can again be evaluated by Laplace transforms. The
second-order term then reads
ZN
2r =
37/221/2
2a7
lim
→0
 dh − h dh
− hLN−1 fk 1sk3 + 1k2e−sk
−
6
a2
2 dh − hLN−1 fk 3sk5 + 3k4
+
s
k3e−sk + a26 h − hLN−1fke−sk
A7
where
fk = z − sk
−
2 +
1
k
−
3e−sk− + z + sk+2 + 1k+3e−sk+ .
A8
The Fourier transformation of Eq. A7 with respect to 
− and − can be carried out in polar coordinates using

0
2
d	 eiqr cos 	 = 2J0qr , A9
a special case of Eq. 6.637 40,

0

dx x 1
2 + x2
+
1
2 + x23/2e−2+x2J0x
=
1

e−
2+2
, A10
as well as a partially integrated version of it,
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
0

dx x 1
2 + x25/2
+
1
2 + x22
+

3
1
2 + x23/2e−2+x2J0x
=
1
33
1 + 2 + 2e−2+2. A11
The transformed expression reads
ZN
2r = −
6
a2
 d d a61/2 h − hh
− h  dq122  dq222e−iq1·−e−iq2·−
 LN−1 6
a2
+
q2
s
1/2e−z6s/a2 + q121/2 − h
− h2 dq122e−iq1·−LN−1e−z6s/a2 + q121/2 .
A12
After replacing h, h, and h by their corresponding
Fourier transforms and averaging ZN
2
over all anchor posi-
tions , 
ZN
2 can be written in the compact form

ZN
2,d =
61/2
aS  dq hqh− qLN−1 6a2 + q2s 1/2
e−d6s/a
2 + q21/2
− e−d6s/a
21/2 A13
where S is the total membrane area and d is the anchor
length. The inverse Laplace transformation can be evaluated
with the help of Eqs. 29.3.36 and 29.3.4 38 and by exploit-
ing the fact that d is small,
LN−11 + q2a26s e−d6s/a2+q2 − e−d6s/a
= LN−11 + q2a26s d6sa2 − d6sa2 + q2
= LN−1d 6
a2
s + q2a26 − 6 + da26 q2s
=
da2
61/21/2 3Re3 1 − e−q2Re2/6 + q
2
Re
 . A14
The final results for the averaged different orders of the par-
tition function read

ZN
0,d =
61/2d
1/2Re
+
1
S  dq22hqh− q 3
1/2q2d
21/2Re
,

ZN
1,d = 0,

ZN
2,d =
1
S  dq22hqh− q
21/233/2d
1/2Re
3 1 − e
−q2Re
2/6 −
61/2q2d
1/2Re
 .
A15
Note that the term of zeroth order in the height fluctuations
contributes to the effective bending rigidity due to the excess
area by the membrane fluctuations compared to the reference
plane,

¯ = 1S  dS ¯ = 1S  d1 + h2 ¯ . A16
APPENDIX B: DETAILS OF THE ANALYTICAL
CALCULATION FOR SYMMETRIC DIBLOCK
COPOLYMERS
For diblock copolymers, the expressions for the partition
functions of the polymers above and below the membrane
are coupled,

ZN,+ZN,− = 
ZN,+
0 ZN,−
0 + ZN,+
0 ZN,−
1 + ZN,+
0 ZN,−
2 + ZN,+
1 ZN,−
0
+ ZN,+
1 ZN,−
1 + ZN,+
2 ZN,−
0  . B1
Compared to end-grafted polymers the anchor distance d ap-
pears on both sides of the membrane and thus terms up to
order d2 have to be taken into account. Apart from that, the
calculation is rather straightforward and can be done analo-
gously to the calculation in Appendix A. The additional in-
verse Laplace transformation due to the ZN
1ZN
1 term can
again be evaluated for small d. Using Eqs. 29.2.48 and
29.3.84 38 we find
LN−1 1
s1/2
e−d
6s/a2+q2 = LN−1 1
s1/2
e−d6s/a
2+q2
− e−d
6s/a2 +
1
s1/2
e−d
6s/a2 = LN−1− d 6
a2
s + q2a2/6s − 1 + d2q22s
+
1
s
e−d
6s/a2 = − d 6
a2
q2a2
12
e−q
2a2N/12I1q2a212 N + I0q2a212 N + d2q22N + 1Ne−3d2/2a2N.
B2
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The terms containing Bessel functions are responsible for the
different functional behavior compared to end-grafted
chains. The final results of the single terms in Eq. B1 read

ZN,+
0 ZN,−
0  =
6d2
Re
2 +
6
S  dq22hqh− qq
2d2
Re
2 , B3

ZN,+
0 ZN,−
1  = 
ZN,+
1 ZN,−
0  = 0, B4

ZN,+
0 ZN,−
2  = 
ZN,+
2 ZN,−
0  =
6
S  dq22hqh− q
 6d22Re4 1 − e−q2Re2/6 − d
2q2
Re
2 , B5

ZN,+
1 ZN,−
1  = −
1
S  dq22hqh− qq
4d2
4
 e−q
2Re
2/6I1q2Re
2/12 + I0q2Re
2/122
B6
up to order Oh2.
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